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The 2eter Paul House is a tvm-story, two-bay Germanic house in southern Rockingha1n
County. Built of log, the exterior of the house was stuccoed at an early date. ·The
windows have late 19th-century 2/2 sash on the first floor and 2/2 and some original
6/6 sash on the second. The main door is in the east bay of the south facade. A 20thcentury porch, replacing an earlier one, shelters the front and the west end, and a trap
door in the floor of this porch provides access to the. cellar under the western end of
the house. The gable roof is covered with standing-seam sheet metal, and an ashlar
limestone chimney rises near the center of the roof. To the rear is a three-bay brick
ell, also covered with stucco. Built in 1829, it also has an interior chiu-rmey, a standing-Ream sheet metal roof, and 2/2 and 6/J sash. Glassed-in, one-story porches shelter
both sides.
The original section to the Peter Paul House has a basic fu.~enish Flurkuchenhaus plan.
To the east of the c.entral chimney is a Ktiche (kitchen) which runs the depth of the h·ouse.
To the west of the chimney are a square·stube (parlor) in front and a narrow Kammer
(chamber) in the rear. The stair is a modern one., rising in front of the chirrm.ey; the
original stair apparently rose in the northwest corner of the K'uche. The second-floor
plan was originally the reverse of the first, with two rooms to the east and one to the
west of the chimney.
The interior of the house has apparently been extensively changed, with plasterboard
covering the walls and ceilings, but closer examination reveals that all of the original
elements survive under this 20th-century work. All of the first-floor partitions enc.lose
the original beaded boarding, and the doors leading from the Ktiche to the Stube and the
Kammer--respectively a six-panel, raised-panel door and.a battened door--are original.
Two original partitions survive on the second floor, as do the Kuche hearth, a secondfloor chamber hearth, most of the original floors., and the original ladder stair to the
attic.
Like most German houses, the structural elements were the only decoration., but two
Federal-style mantels survive in the two-room ell. In the south room, the mantel has
syrnmetrically molded pilasters supporting a three-panel frieze, with the whole surmounted
by a thin shelf resting on an elegant reeded base molding. A similar mantel is used in
the north room, except that the reeding is omitted and the pilasters are fluted.
Several outbuildings stand near the house including a concrete-block barn to the
north and a frame garage to the northeast. All of these are of modern construction and
have no architectural significance.
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The bounds are a rectangle formed by imaginary lines on the north and south, by
State Route 701 on the west.,and by the. 1280' contour line on the east~
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STATEMENT OF SlGNIFICANCE

The Peter Paul House, a log building near Dayton in Rockingh~ County, is one of a
small group of Continental farmhouses surviving as relics of the heavy Swiss and Geriillln
settlement in the Shenandoah Valley. Built on land purchased by Paul from the Harrison
family, founders of nearby Harrisonb_urg 1 this central-chimney dwelling is also one of the
latest and the furthest south of these European-derived housese
Ma.ny of the Rockingham County records have been destroyed by fire, ·but it appears

that the first European ovmer of the land on which the Peter Paul House stands was Daniel
Harrison, who settled in the area in the w~d-18th century. Peter Paul first appeared in
the written records of the area in a listing in the Rockingham County Personal Property
Tax Boolrn of 1802 charging him with the ovvnership of four horses. In 1804 he was recorded
as ovming 120 acres of iand, which increased to 187 acres in 1814 when it was listed as
lying on a branch of Cook's Creek. Increases in these holdings over the next few years
indicate that Paul acquired all of his tracts from Benjamin Harrison, an heir of Daniel
Harrison.
Probably about 1810) but certainly before 1820, when the land tax records show a $250
valuation for buildings, Paul built a three-room) centrai-chimney log Flurkuchenhaus, a
traditional house form in the Rhineland and in Switzerland. His house was atypical in
being set -on a flat site, rather than into a bank, the latter a characteristic siting of
Germanic ho.uses·. Furthermore, houses of this type were rarely built in Virginia after 1800. :
The Peter Paul Bouse may be the latest exrurrple now standing in the state.
· l11

a

In 1829 he added a two-room ell to the house 1 a standard form of addition to houses in lj
the Valley. This construction increased the value of his buildings to $600. Paul died at
mid-century, and the property was inherited by his sons. Now an unoccupied house on a
working farm, the house is in need of renovation.
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